FIGHT!

Alexandros Kapidakis

The stage is set for the biggest battle this
galaxy has ever seen! Warriors from every
conceivable planet, dimension and time have
gathered to fight and prove their worth. The
fights will be brutal, dirty and quick!
Unfortunately, not all Warriors can fight at the
same time and someone has to organise the
fights. This burden fall to us, the arena
managers! Each of us will be given Warriors
and we have to select who to send to each
fight. There is a lot of glory for the manager
whose Warrior won, so don’t be fooled, the
real fight doesn’t always happen in the arena!

Objective
In Fight! you will send powerful Warriors to different
Arenas, all in order to win Glory!
In each game you will fight in 7 different Arenas.
The player with the most Glory at the end of the
game will be the winner.
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Components
- 60 Warriors
These are the brave souls
that you will use to crush
your opponents! Each
Warrior has three
characteristics. It has a
Power (1-30), it belongs to
a Family (Human, Animal,
Robot, Demon, Alien) and
it has a special ability. The
back of each Warrior also
shows its Family.
- 12 Arenas
This is where your Warriors will Fight. Each
Arena has a unique winning condition and it is
worth Glory (4-8).

- 1st player card
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Setup
1. Shuffle the Warriors and deal 5 to each player.
2. Put the rest in a face down deck in the middle of
the table. This is called the Reserves.
3. Draw from the Reserves and place in a face up pile
three Warriors. This is called the Graveyard.
4. Shuffle the Arenas and draw 7 cards. Place them in
a face up pile at the middle of the table and draw the
first one. Return the other cards to the box.
5. The oldest player will be the 1st player, in the first
Arena, receiving the 1st player card.
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Round order
You will have one Fight in each of the 7 Arenas,
meaning that the game has 7 rounds.
During a fight you will play two Warriors from your
hand, a Main Warrior and a Boost Warrior.
When playing a Main Warrior, you will ignore its
ability. Only the Power and the Family matters.
When playing a Boost Warrior you will ignore its
Power, only its ability and Family matters.
Starting with the 1st player, each player in clockwise
order will play a Main Warrior face up on the table,
and beneath it a Boost Warrior faced down. You have
to play Warriors that belongs to a different Family
from the last played main Warrior. If you can’t, and
only then, you can play Warriors of the same Family.
Then, again starting with the 1st player and going in
clockwise order, each player must choose to either
activate their played Boost Warrior, or score it.
If you choose to activate it, turn the card face up and
slide it underneath your Main Warrior, so only its
ability is visible.
If you choose not to activate your played Boost
Warrior, keep it face down and place it on your
scored pile. Its ability will not be activated, but you
will score 1 extra Glory at the end of the round.
After all players have resolved their Boost Warriors,
check the Arena’s rule to determine who wins.
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In case of a tie, the winner is the player closest to
the 1st player, in clockwise order.
The winner takes the Arena and will score it at
the end of the game.
Note: it is possible, through abilities, for all player to
lose. In that case no player will take the Arena.
Then, all players draw two Warriors from the Reserves.
Important: If the Reserves are ever depleted, shuffle
the Graveyard and form a new Reserves pile. Then, fill
the Graveyard with the first three Warriors from the
new Reserves.
Lastly, pass the 1st player card to the next player in
clockwise order.
To begin a new Fight, draw the first Arena from the
face up deck. Play the Fight, following the same rules.
End of game
After the 7th Fight, the game will end.
Count your Glory from won Arenas and score 1 Glory
for each Warrior in your scored pile.
The player with the highest score will be the winner
and the most glorious arena manager!
In case of a tie, the player with the most scored
Warriors, among those tied, is the winner.
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Example of a fight
This is the
current Arena

and these are all the
played Warriors.
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Mark activates his Boost Warrior,
adding 10 to the power of Phillip’s
Main Warrior.

Sofia scores her Boost Warrior,
placing it to her scored pile.

Phillip activates his Boost Warrior,
drawing five Warriors from the
Reserves and scoring the two Humans.

Lastly, Joan activates her Boost
Warrior, changing all 2s into 8s.
She is the one now closest to 25 so
she scores the Arena!
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Terminology
Power : The number on the top left corner of each
Warrior. Powers are between 1 and 30. If a
Warrior’s power ever goes bellow 1, it is killed
and removed from the Fight.
Family : The color of the Warrior. (Human, Animal,
Robot, Demon, Alien)
Arenas : The cards that set the winning condition of
each round. Each Arena corresponds to one Fight.
Glory : The golden number on top left corner on the
Arenas. Also, each scored Warrior is worth 1 Glory.
Main Warrior : The face up Warrior you play in each
Fight. Ignore their ability.
Boost Warrior : The face down Warrior you play in
each Fight. Ignore their Power.
Reserves : The face down deck in the middle of the
table. If the Reserves are ever depleted, shuffle the
Graveyard to form a new deck.
Graveyard : The face up deck in the middle of the
table.
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Abilities clarifications
-10 to all Animals

Affects all Animal powers. For
example, the power 20 will
become 10.

All 9s become 0.

Affects all powers. For example
the power 19 will become 10.

Draw five Warriors
from the reserves and
score all Aliens

Place all Aliens in your scored pile,
and all other Warriors in the
Graveyard.

Score an opponent’s
boost Warrior, if it is a
Human or a Demon

Place the Warrior in your scored
pile. Your opponent will not have
any Boost Warrior for this round.

Multiply the digits of
the main Warriors
power

Affects all powers. For example
the power 14 will become 4, and
the power 54 will become 20.

Switch the digits of
each Warrior’s power

Affects all powers. For example
the power 29 will become 92, and
the power 46 will become 64.

Augment by 50% the
power of your main
Warrior

Affects only your power.
For example the power 32 will
become 48.
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